How To Teach Ancient History: A Multicultural Model

By Frank J. Yurco

Today's school teachers have trouble finding reliable and updated curriculum sources on ancient history, particularly as it relates to the Near East. In recent years, Afrocentrists have tried to fill in the gaps with their own revisionist views. They have met with a great deal of success, especially in urban schools, where many Afrocentric materials have received official sanction despite their historical distortions and misinterpretations.

Much of the problem lies in teacher education programs, which largely fail to expose student teachers to the most current information on ancient history and cultures. Most teachers graduate from college with very little knowledge of the ancient world, which, if studied at all, was probably surveyed rather than closely examined. This failing echoes in the woeful misunderstanding of history exhibited by many students entering college. Inadequate teacher preparation only reinforces the misinformation spread by Hollywood films, pseudo-scientific popular magazines, and the sensationalist writings of certain non-scholarly authors.

Thus, an information gap exists between institutions of higher learning and K-12 teachers and students. The purveyors of Afrocentric ideas have exploited this gap to introduce their skewed ideas into the curriculum with materials like the Portland Baseline Afrocentric curriculum. To combat bad history, teachers should take advantage of the many museums and universities that offer educational outreach programs or provide enrichment courses to the public. Other resources are also available to teachers, including reliable translations of ancient texts as well as good histories and cultural studies of the Egyptians, Mesopotamians, Greeks, and Romans. Several excellent popular journals also handle current archaeological research, such as the American Institute of Archaeology's Archaeology, the Biblical Archaeology Society's Biblical Archaeology Review, and the privately published Kemet. The American Institute of Archaeology offers membership to anybody interested, and it also has local branches across the country.

Another valuable resource is the academic alliance concept. Academic alliances are organized locally between colleges or universities and school teachers. They strive to create networks among professional scholars and K-12 teachers. In such programs teachers are invited to attend lectures by specialists and to approach and share ideas with scholars. Academic alliances have been formed in many places and cover many different subject areas. In Chicago, the Academic Alliance helped encourage and develop a project entitled Extending the Great Conversation (1989-1992), which involved 150 teachers from Chicago public schools in a 15-week program. Teachers studied the literature, history, and culture of ancient Egypt, ancient Mesopotamia, and ancient Greece with authorities in the field and learned that the whole Western literary tradition has its earliest roots in ancient Egypt.
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and ancient Mesopotamia. The program also introduced the teachers to Chicago’s two major museums with exhibits and collections from Egypt and Mesopotamia—the Oriental Institute Museum at the University of Chicago and the Field Museum of Natural History. Teachers learned how the museum exhibits can be used as enrichment sources for their lessons, and about the varied outreach and education programs of these museums.

Not only were the teachers excited by the new approaches to ancient history, but their students responded remarkably. Reading directly about the experiences of ancient peoples provided a distinct thrill for the students. By using newer and more reliable texts, rather than more traditional but also outdated materials, the teachers were able to relate experiences that held direct relevance for situations that the students faced daily. Even on a kindergarten level, such an approach excited and stimulated the students, especially because some of the ancient texts are stories and myths.4

The ancient peoples of Egypt and Mesopotamia wrote not only kinglists and historical materials, but also literary texts, myths, stories, poetry, economic and legal texts, and even letters. Such materials bring these ancient peoples to life as no standard school text can ever do. In the ancient societies, the career of scribe offered a means for advancement in society. The scribal schools thus produced literature extolling education and encouraged students to excel. These school texts are powerful motivators also for today’s students. The words of the ancient scribal masters still ring true today: Education is the road to advancement.

The ancient sources, directly read and translated, also illustrate that these ancient societies experienced no racial prejudice. Ancient Egypt, contrary to Afrocentric claims, was a multicolored society, with light to dark skinned peoples, and all shades in between.5 The ancient Egyptians ascribed physical and language distinctions among humans to their creator deity, Re-Atum, and his effort to distinguish the peoples.6 Yet in their view all humans were created equally by the creator deity, and he spread his blessings on all humans, including non-Egyptians like the Syrians and Nubians,7 who lived to the north and south of ancient Egypt. Other texts illustrate the rudiments of social justice and equality, especially concerning the rights of women.8 Such readings enhance the lessons of democracy and of social justice today.

The ancient Egyptians’ lack of color prejudice should serve as another salutary lesson for us all today. It also contradicts the Afrocentric view that the ancient Egyptians called themselves and considered themselves “black.”9 Anthropological and artistic evidence shows that they did not.10 Likewise, Afrocentric claims that the Egyptians were described as black by other ancient peoples are misrepresentations of fact. Herodotus and his contemporaries distinguished the Egyptians from the Kushites, their Nubian neighbors to the south. The Kushites were the blackest in complexion, and had the wooliest hair, according to the classical sources, as Snowden has emphasized repeatedly.11 The Egyptians were not as dark as the Kushites, though they did vary from light to dark brown, even as they do today, as one travels southward in Egypt.12

The ancient Mesopotamians were also ethnically mixed. From the earliest times Sumerians mingled with Semitic migrants from Arabia.13 Later Indo-European peoples migrated from southern Russian areas into the Near East and intermingled with the Babylonian population in what is called the Kassite Era. The Hittites, too, were Indo-European.14 Thus the whole population of Mesopotamia was multiethnic. Later in the First Millennium B.C., even more Indo-European peoples, such as the Persians and Medes, moved into the Near East. With the conquest of the Persian Empire by Alexander the Great, the Greeks (another Indo-European population) entered Egypt and Babylon. At that time, Hellenic ethnic chauvinism appears in Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty.15 Nonetheless, the Kushite-Meroitic peoples living south of Egypt in the Sudan were viewed very positively both by the Greeks and by the Old Testament.16 In part, this stemmed from Kushite rule in Egypt, 712-663 B.C., when the Kushites resisted Assyrian domination and helped Hezekiah in 701 B.C.17 It also stemmed from the fact that of all the Near Eastern powers, only the Kushites had remained independent of the Persian Empire.

The ancient Near Eastern world also reached out to farther parts of Asia and Africa, and encountered other world civilizations. A South Indian sailor who was shipwrecked in the Red Sea in 118 B.C., for example, demonstrated to the Ptolemaic Egyptian navy the techniques of sailing directly to India by making proper use of the Indian Ocean’s monsoon winds.18 A rich trans-oceanic trade soon developed, linking India and the Mediterranean. The Romans took control of this route after occupying Egypt in 30 B.C., and they extended the route eastward as far as Southeast Asia and China. The Muslims later expanded it to the East Indies, and Swahili traders opened another route southward along the East African coast.19 Madagascar, though, had earlier been settled by ocean-crossing East Indians, eloquent testimony to their navigation and seagoing skills.20 All these experiences made the Mediterranean world even more multicultural. Only the Americas, Australia, and Antarctica remained unknown to them.21 Thus, the study of ancient history reveals a multicultural world—much like the world we inhabit today. Seen in this light, the lack of racial prejudice among the ancient peoples should serve as an especially strong legacy to us.

By studying these cultures through direct translations and other materials, we can learn firsthand about the ancient world’s chief legacies. From Egypt came the 365
and one-quarter day calendar that we still use, as well as its subdivision into 12 months and 24-hour days. The Egyptians also gave us a sophisticated use of geometry, as well as number usage and calculation based upon the power of 10, anticipating the metric system. Egyptian papyrus and writing led to the development of books and helped develop a literary tradition.

From Mesopotamia came the sexagesimal system, a number system based upon the power of 60 that is still used in our clocks and time-keeping. The earliest known algebraic equations also come from Mesopotamia. Many early civilizations also developed astronomy. In Egypt, observation of the star Sirius was tied to the Nile flooding. The South Indians, East Indians, and Pacific peoples developed star-based navigation, as well as oceanic current and wave pattern analysis, cloud and bird flight pattern analysis—all used in their highly sophisticated and successful trans-oceanic navigation and sailing.

The proper study of ancient history should highlight the brilliant achievements of these many, diverse peoples. Western civilization owes a considerable cultural debt jointly to Egypt in Africa and to Mesopotamia, and indirectly to the wider world that those ancient cultures contacted and learned from. This is the true legacy of the ancient civilizations, and not the monocultural and African-centered view that the Afrocentrists present. Africa does indeed have a strong impact on this legacy, through Egyptian and Kushite contributions, but the legacy also comes from other, non-African cultures.

In conclusion, the direct study of ancient texts and the use of academically sound and scholarly historical sources offer us not only a fascinating glimpse of wonderful ancient civilizations, but also some valuable models in multicultural, ethnic, and racial toleration. Our entire ancient heritage is multicultural right from the start, with deep roots in both Africa and Asia. Today's teachers and students can surely profit from this history.
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